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In accordance with the request of the Pre-Licensing Application Presiding Officer (PAPO)

Licensing Board in its July 19, 2004 memorandum and order, as the Licensing Support Network

(LSN) Administrator, I hereby provide the following responses to the PAPO Board's questions:

1. The LSN Is defined, In pertinent part, as "the combined system that makes
documentary material available electronically to the parties, potential parties, and
Interested governmental participants." 10 C.F.R. § 2.1001. As the official who
coordinates the LSN under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1 011(c), briefly describe the system.

ANSWER: The Licensing Support Network (LSN) is a web portal interface to individually

managed and controlled document repositories of parties and potential parties to the high-level

waste repository licensing proceeding. The LSN Administrator (LSNA) does not maintain or

operate the individual document repositories and, indeed, the parties have full control of and

responsibility for when they begin - and complete - the process of making documents available

via the LSN.

The portal includes the following components:

A) The LSN provides web pages under the control of the NRC containing information

about the system and its operation.
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B) It contains a standard user-interface, developed by NRC and under the control of

the LSNA, used to simplify search and retrieval across all document collections.

C) It contains a full text and structured data (fielded data) search engine to provide

search and retrieval of pointers to documents relevant to a user query. To

accomplish this, the LSN search engine software retains strings of words

extracted from documents and stores these and other retrieval indexes on the

LSN host platform.

D) The LSN portal includes custom code developed by NRC to display and navigate

the Department of Energy's (DEN) document image file structures and formats.

E) The LSN also includes software to routinely visit document collection servers

maintained by the parties and potential parties (LSN participants) to identify new

documents, extract their content for indexing by the LSN, and also identify any

changes to files found on the files previously indexed by the LSN.

F) The technology solution is reflected in and supported by the technical guidelines

issued by the LSNA (ADAMS Accession No. ML042040077) identifying

procedures that may be followed to ensure successful interaction between the

LSN and the various participants' systems.

2. Briefly describe the history of the LSN, focusing particularly on the nature and
extent of any DEN Involvement In Its development.

ANSWER: The history of the LSN, and DEN involvement with the electronic discovery

database concept that has evolved into the LSN, commenced in the mid-1 980's with the earliest

efforts to address how the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) could be implemented. DEN was

actively involved in the negotiated rulemaking that resulted in the promulgation of 10 C.F.R.

Part 2, Subpart J and the Licensing Support System (LSS), the centralized-database
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predecessor of the LSN. Under the 1989 version of Subpart J, see 54 Fed. Reg. 14925, 14948

(Apr. 14, 1989), DEN had responsibility for design and implementation of the system, which was

to be transferred to NRC for ongoing maintenance and operations. In 1998, Subpart J was

revised to assign responsibility for LSS development to NRC. See 63 Fed. Reg. 71729, 71739

(Dec. 30, 1998).

With Federal Register publication of a revised Subpart J in December 1998, the system

was renamed the Licensing Support Network (LSN) and established as an Internet-based rather

than a single, centrally operated database. See 63 Fed. Reg. 71,729, 71,739 (Dec. 30, 1998).

The revised rule allowed the application of technological developments that had occurred after

the original rule was adopted, but with the goal of achieving the original LSS aims of facilitating

the NRC's ability to comply with the schedule for decision on the license application while

providing a means for a thorough technical review of the license application and equitable

access to information for the parties to the hearing. In this regard, the LSN is intended to be a

world wide web (www) approach to connecting each party's documentary collections on

whatever hardware and software platform they choose within general guidelines reflecting

agreed upon standards and formats. The revised 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart J took effect on

January 29, 1999.

Subsequent to this revision of Subpart J to adopt the LSN approach, the LSN Advisory

Review Panel (LSNARP), of which DEN is a member, met to consider web-based solutions to

replacing the old mainframe-based architecture. Chartered by the LSNARP to examine in-

depth, potential alternative computer system solutions and report back to the Panel, the

LSNARP's Technical Working Group (TWG), which consisted of computer technology and

licensing representatives of the LSNARP, including several DEN participants, met for a number

of sessions between October 1999 and February 2000 and developed five system architectures
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intended to meet the criteria for a web-based solution that could provide an efficient and

effective document discovery system. The TWG recommended three of those solutions to the

LSNARP at a February 2000 meeting. At the February 2000 meeting, the LSNARP was unable

to reach a consensus on a preferred solution. Subsequently, the results of that February

meeting were presented to the NRC's Information Technology Business Council (ITBC), the

agency advisory organization with the authority to provide the go-ahead to begin to develop an

LSN solution. The ITBC recommended that three alternatives (numbered 1, 3, and 5) be fully

characterized and presented in a Business Case Analysis (BCA), a mandatory information

technology system design report intended to provide the analytical framework for making an

agency determination regarding LSN implementation.

Relative to these three alternatives, under Altemative 1 the LSN web site would be a

gateway to the other participant sites, at which search and retrieval activities would be

conducted with the tools provided by each site sponsor. In contrast, Altemative 3 would use

portal technology to provide a unified search and retrieval interface, while Altemative 5 would

add the potential performance boosting mechanism of a central cache holding copies of all

participant discovery information. Before the LSNARP, DEN and the Nevada Nuclear Waste

Task Force favored Alternative 1. The State of Nevada also supported Alternative 1, but

endorsed Alternative 3 if the LSNA concluded this approach was necessary for full compliance

with Subpart J. The LSNA, as the representative for the NRC, voted for Alternative 3. Yucca

Mountain facility host site Nye County initially was in favor of Altemative 1, but subsequently

changed its support to Alternative 5. The Affected Units of Local Govemment (AULG) were

roughly equally divided in support of Alternatives 1, 3, and 5.

After meeting with representatives of various interested offices within the NRC to explain

the various options, including the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) and the Office of the
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Chief Information Officer (OCIO), and giving full consideration to the LSNARP input, the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board Panel (ASLBP), acting as the system's Commission-designated

business sponsor, noted in the BCA the following conclusions relative to the LSN system

alternatives:

Alternative 1 is of low benefit in delivering efficient or effective
access to users, is comparable in risk to Alternatives 3 and 5,
costs NRC ... less than Alternative 3 and ... Alternative 5, but
with the highest cost burden on the participants. This alternative
was not recommended by the technical representatives of the
members of the LSNARP. Moreover, its selection was of concern
because it created a significant risk that system implementation
and operation issues may result in disputes whose resolution could
impact negatively on the agency's ability to meet its three-year
schedule for making a decision on repository construction
authorization.

Alternative 5 adds significant qualitative value over Alternative 1,
provides the highest benefit, represents the lowest availability and
performance risk, but presents the greatest risk of not meeting the
existing implementation schedule and is the highest cost of all
solutions examined, with NRC bearing a significant share of that
cost burden. Moreover, its selection would be of concern to the
LSNA because it places the LSNA in a position of being
accountable for the availability, accuracy, integrity, and custodial
chain of participants' discovery materials.

The LSNA, with concurrence of ASLBP management,
recommends Alternative 3 with the LSN servers established at an
external location. While neither the least risky, nor the most
beneficial, it represents the least cost to both NRC and the parties
individually and in totality, and represents high value to the
licensing proceeding users. It is the lowest cost of the two
alternatives endorsed by the LSNARP TWG, is based on a proven
technical solution that has been successfully implemented,
facilitates the NRC's ability to comply with the schedule for
decision on the repository construction authorization, provides an
electronic environment that facilitates a thorough technical review
of relevant documentary material, and ensures equitable access to
the information for the parties to the hearing.

Business Case Analysis for the Licensing Support Network at ES-1 to -2 (Apr. 6, 2000) (ADAMS

Accession No. ML003722758).
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Following approval of the BCA-recommended design and implementation approach by

the ITBC, OCIO, the Executive Director for Operations, and the Commission Chairman,

development of the LSN site, e.g., the portal, search engines, etc., (as described above in

response to Question 1) was performed by LSN staff and contractors. LSN Guidelines, the

technical procedures for implementing the chosen LSN solution, were developed by the LSNA

and provided to the LSNARP membership for commentary. In this regard, the LSNA does not

have regulatory compliance authority. As such, the guidelines are not mandatory requirements.

Potential high-level waste (HLW) repository licensing proceeding participants, including DEN,

are responsible for providing the hardware, software, procedures, and training necessary to

make their document collections available to the LSN portal and associated software.

DEN actively participated in development activities associated with ensuring that the

technology solution it selected for its document collection could successfully interact with the

LSN software and processes. This included extensive hardware (server), software, and

document format testing that began in August 2001, with a September 18, 2001 agreement for

DEN to supply a test collection of 100 documents. These coordination activities were ongoing

up through the time DEN began making documentary material available to the LSN for indexing

(also referred to as spidering) in May 2004.

I would note that DEN's action in implementing a search engine on its document

collection server is technically similar to what it might have implemented under the original

Alternative 1 that was considered but not recommended by the LSNARP TWG, and

subsequently was considered by the NRC in the LSN BCA but not adopted for implementation.
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3. Describe the process whereby documentary material provided by a participant
Is made accessible to other participants and the public via the LSN.

ANSWER: The process for each participant varies with their technical implementation of

the LSN system. In general, a participant places bibliographic structured data files (headers) on

its document collection server. Unless the documents are image only, or have a privilege claim,

the header will have a link (or pointer) to an associated text file for the document. LSN software

(called a "spider") is allowed to "visit" the participant's server. The spidering software works its

way through the directories of files on a server and when it finds a file it has not encountered

before, it sends a copy of the document back to the LSN server for "indexing." The LSN server

builds the indexes it uses for search and retrieval, then discards the copy of the document and

tells the spider software to go find the next new document. The spider will continue this process

until it has gone through every file it encounters on the participant server. The spider also runs a

calculation on each newly identified document's content and saves that calculated number so

that upon revisiting a participant server, it can quickly determine that it has previously indexed a

document because of the presence of the calculated number it saved from the previous pass.

It should be noted there are some specific variations on this process for the DEN

collection, which were developed to accommodate the large size of the collection and to speed

the spidering process. For example, as coordinated and agreed upon with DEN, DEN stages

blocks of 30,000-40,000 documents for indexing to prevent the LSN spider from attempting to

index a million documents in a single pass.

Once the LSN software has successfully indexed a document and assigned it an LSN

accession number, and the document's index has been added to the LSN's server's index data

store, each non-classified/non-safeguards/non-header only document is accessible to the

potential HLW repository licensing proceeding participants and the public via the LSN.
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Relative to this process, in accordance with LSN Guideline 23, Access Control Prior to

Initial Certification, a potential participant can request that documents loaded onto its server for

the purpose of being indexed/loaded into the central LSN site need not be made available to the

public or to any other potential participant until the participant provides its initial certification of

documentary material availability in accordance with 10 C.F.R. § 2.1003(a), or at any earlier date

the participant may specify.

4. With regard to the process described in response to the preceding question,
did you and DEN ever discuss It and/or agree to It? If so, briefly describe these
discussions or agreements.

ANSWER: The process utilized by the LSN to visit a participant site, extract information,

and build its indexes was communicated to the potential HLW repository licensing proceeding

participants at workshops held by the LSNA and staff at DEN and other participant locations in

Nevada in January 2001. Subsequently, we provided the draft LSN spidering approach to DEN

and the other participants beginning on April 30, 2001, and continuing through the June 7, 2001

release of the first version of the LSN Guidelines.

The actual process used to spider the DEN collection has been the subject of close

technical coordination with DEN since May 10, 2001 (ADAMS Accession No. ML042040512)

and throughout the period that DEN first made its test collection of documents available for LSN

operational test and acceptance just prior to October 18, 2001 (ADAMS Accession No.

ML042040277). Moreover, DEN has been aware of the amount of time needed to spider a

collection of one million documents since October 18, 2001, as first documented in the DEN and

LSN Meeting Summary of that date (ADAMS Accession No. ML042040429). DEN and LSNA

technical staff also have met via teleconference on an average of every other week since April

2001. During that time, DEN has been technically responsive to testing requests, but did not

actually begin making documentary material available for indexing by the LSN until May 5, 2004.
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The processes for building the LSN have been discussed in depth with DEN. Moreover,

the Director of the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management stated in an October 6,

2000 letter to the NRC Secretary that DOE has "been a strong proponent of NRC's efforts to

streamline the document discovery process, and [we] are committed to taking the steps

necessary to ensure that the LSN system achieves its objectives" (ADAMS Accession No.

ML003759117). Nonetheless, DEN can perhaps best respond as to whether it "agreed" to the

process.

5. Is there Is any agreement or understanding between you and DEN as to when
documentary material Is deemed "available" as specified In 10 C.F.R. § 2.1003(a)? If so,
describe It.

ANSWER: Again, DEN can perhaps best respond as to whether it agrees or understood

what was meant by "available." For my part, I have consistently taken the position that

interpreting availability is a legal and regulatory issue. I am not a lawyer and I have no

regulatory compliance authority. I have emphasized what I understood as NRC's interpretation

of "availability" based on Subpart J's provisions, i.e., that a participant's existing documentary

material must be made available by submitting it to the LSN for spidering so as to will permit the

other participants and the public (as appropriate) access to the material via the LSN,

www.lsnnet.gov, no later than the time of that participant's initial certification,' and have stated

Among these provisions are:

10 C.F.R. § 2.1001, which describes a bibliographic header as "descriptive fields that
a ... party must submit with a document or other material."

10 C.F.R. § 2.1001, which describes the LSN as "the combined system that makes
documentary material available," rather than referring just to the participants' individual servers.

10 C.F.R. § 2.1001, which describes the LSNA as "responsible for coordinating access
to and the integrity of data available on the Licensing Support Network," not just for data that
has been "made available."

(continued...)
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that interpretation at LSNARP meetings in language that was coordinated with and approved by

NRC's OGC. See Transcript of June 3, 2003 LSNARP Meeting at 48-50, 65-67 (ADAMS

Accession No. ML031620264).

6. Are all documents accessible to the LSN automatically accessible to the public?
If not, explain why not, and explain the process whereby documents Indexed by the LSN
are made accessible to the public.

ANSWER: No. Classified and safeguards documents are not accessible to the public,

as per the exception in Subpart J, see 10 C.F.R. § 2.1005. Documents for which a party asserts

'(...continued)
10 C.F.R. § 2.1011 (b)(2)(i), which provides "participants shall make... versions of their

documents available on a web accessible server which is able to be canvassed by web indexing
software (i.e., a robot, spider, crawler) and the participant system must make both data files
and log files accessible to this software."

10 C.F.R. § 2.1011 (c)(4), which describes the responsibility of the LSNA for "[identifying
any problems with the integrity of documentary material certified in accordance with 2.1009(b)
by the participants to be in the LSN."

Additionally, in the November 2003 statement of considerations regarding the proposed
rule to revise Subpart J to address submission standards for the electronic hearing docket and
duplication of documents in the LSN, the Commission stated:

The current requirements in 10 C.F.R. 2.1003(a) require the DOE
to make its documentary material available to other potential
parties via the LSN no later than six months in advance of DOE's
submission of its license application to the NRC.

* * * * *

The Commission also notes that the history of the LSN and its
predecessor, the Licensing Support System, makes it apparent it
was the Commission's expectation that the LSN, among other
things, would provide potential participants with an opportunity to
frame focused and meaningful contentions and to avoid the delay
potentially associated with document discovery, by requiring
parties to the proceeding to make their Subpart J-defined material
available through the LSN prior to the submission of the DOE
application.

68 Fed. Reg. 66,372, 66,373, 66,376 (Nov. 26, 2003).
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a claim of privilege need not be made accessible via the LSN except by a bibliographic header

describing the document and the claim asserted. See 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.1003(a)(3), 2.1006. All

non-classified/non-safeguards/non-header only documents are accessible to the public via the

LSN once the LSN software has successfully indexed the document and assigned it an LSN

accession number, and the document index has been added to the LSN's servers index data

store.

In addition, as stated in the answer to Question 3 above, a participant can request that its

documents not be made available to the public or to any potential participant until the participant

provides its initial certification of documentary material availability, or at any earlier date the

participant may specify.

7. At what rate can the LSN Index documentary material from a participant so that
it Is accessible to the public? What Is the total capacity of the LSN? Provide an estimate
of the date when the documentary material that DEN certified on June 30, 2004 will be
Indexed by the LSN and be accessible to the public via the LSN.

ANSWER: The rate at which the LSN can index materials is dependent on a variety of

variables, including whether the document is header only, or header and text, or header and text

and/or image; the number of pages per document; the number of words in a document; the

speed of the host server; the speed of three LSN server clusters; the speed and sustainability of

the Transmission Control ProtocolIntemet Protocol (TCP/IP) connection; the presence of data

anomalies that cause the software to make multiple attempts in indexing; and other aspects that

are unknown until after they have actually been encountered in the spidering process.

Nonetheless, in LSN Guideline 22, Setting Up an LSN Participant Repository, we have

requested that participants stage documents to be indexed in "chunks" no larger than 30,000

documents, as the technical analysis of our LSN contractors and our experience with the
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spidering process has indicated that seems generally to be the upper threshold of the indexing

capacity.

Our best estimate of the capacity of the LSN is approximately 40 million pages of text.

The page-size capacity of the LSN could vary depending upon the number of bibliographic

headers and the growth of search indexes in a pattern different from anticipated (as could be

caused by higher character and word count averages per page, such as a "page" of text being

printed using 7-point pitch, double column, with narrow margins - resulting in perhaps four times

as many text words as in a standard correspondence page with an 11-point type font). LSN

capacity was significantly expanded in early 2004 in response to an April 11, 2003 letter from

DEN notifying me that their collection estimates had grown from the 100,000 pages reported in a

1999 survey of LSN participants to 27.5 to 36.5 million pages (ADAMS Accession No.

ML040840371).

Assuming the current DEN figure of 1.2 million documents is correct (a figure it provided

at the time of its initial certification), I would anticipate that it would take a minimum of 6 more

weeks to index this collection, and additional time should be anticipated to resolve problems with

documents that failed to load.

8. When was the LSN first ready and able to Index documentary material from
participants?

ANSWER: October 18,2001.

9. When did DEN start making Its documentary materials accessible to the LSN?
How many documents and pages of material from DEN have been Indexed by the LSN?

DEN started making its documentary materials available for indexing on the evening of

May 5-6, 2004.

The LSN has spidered 648,452 DEN documents, of which 643,649 were successfully

loaded. Of those, 175,893 documents were subsequently deleted by DEN.
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I am unable to provide a count of the number of pages actually indexed at this time, as

DEN activities associated with the deletion of 25,209 documents that commenced on July 9,

2004, resulted in possible corruption of the LSN text database for the DEN collection that we are

still trying to resolve.

10. Over what period of time have you communicated with representatives of DEN
concerning It's making documentary material accessible to the LSN? Based on these
communications, what was the approximate first date when, as a technical matter (in
contrast to policy matters), DEN would have been able to make documentary material
accessible to the LSN had DEN chosen to do so. Briefly describe the circumstances.

ANSWER: As a policy, NRC has consistently encouraged parties to make documents

available as early as possible, as regularly referred to in statements of consideration during the

various LSS/LSN rulemakings, see 54 Fed. Reg. 14935 (Apr. 14, 1989) for the earliest instance

and 69 Fed. Reg. 32836, 32840 (June 14, 2004) for the most recent. Since joining the NRC in

October 1994, I have communicated that message to DEN's LSNARP representatives (ADAMS

Accession No. ML031620264) and technical staff on a regular basis.

As a technical matter, DEN seemingly would have been able to make documentary

material available via the LSN as early as October 2001. Indeed, DEN's test server and 100 test

documents were available via the LSN from October 18, 2001 (when LSN completed production

testing and acceptance) until November 21, 2001, when the 100 test documents were removed

for homeland security review. Subsequently, no DEN documents were made available, other

than for testing, until May 5-6, 2004.

11. What are the differences, advantages, and disadvantages between making
documentary materials accessible via a participant's web site versus making them
accessible via the LSN?

ANSWER: The differences and some of the associated advantages/disadvantages

between making documentary material available via the LSN interface versus being directly

accessible through a participant-provided interface include:
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* The LSN alone provides a mechanism to verify that documents, once made available,

are not subsequently removed or revised. The LSN design, implementation, and

operation also are under the independent control of the LSNA, which avoids any

questions that could arise about the integrity of a search and retrieval site under the

control of a party to the proceeding.

The LSN text indexes and bibliographic header information provide redundancy to the

text files and bibliographic headers stored on a participant server. If a participant server

and its text documents becomes unavailable, the LSN portal can still operate and provide

search and retrieval response, and limited text display capability. Operating in a unitary

mode, a participant server might not provide an alternate (backup or hot-spare) resource

that provides comparable uninterrupted service.

Data integrity, user access availability, and system performance response times cannot

be manipulated by a party to the proceeding in such a way as to thwart effective and

efficient access to the data collection under the party's operational control.

* Individual participant interfaces would not necessarily implement all the functional

requirements agreed to by the LSNARP membership, whereas the LSN is fully

documented as implementing agreed-upon functionality.

Reliance on a single LSN search and retrieval interface requires that users only become

familiar with a single search interface.

* LSN assigns a unique LSN accession number for each document that can be used in

referencing items. An individual participant's site will not provide the LSN accession

number unless the party retrieves it from the LSN and adds the number to its database.

LSN provides priority user access to parties to the proceeding that a participant server

will not provide unless public access is not provided by the participant server.
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Different search engines (software) operate in different ways and the same search using

two different search engines could result in different query results that might be relied

upon to the detriment of a party. The LSN provides the same high-powered search

engine to all users, so that all users have equal access to participant document

collections via the same search interface.

12. As the Board understands It, DEN has established Its own web site where
certain DEN documents can be accessed by members of the public. Is this DEN web site
a "web accessible server which Is able to be canvassed by web indexing software" as
required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.1011(b)(2)(i)? More generally, does DEN's web site and
computer system satisfy the design standards specified In 10 C.F.R. § 2.1011(b)? If not,
briefly describe those respects In which it does not meet this standard.

ANSWER: The document collection accessible from the DEN web site, upon which it has

installed its own search engine, is the same as the document collection being made available for

indexing by the LSN. The server containing the DEN collection is, therefore, a web accessible

server which is able to be canvassed by web indexing software.

As to each of the specific standards in section 2.1011 (b), the only standard applicable is

'Web page construction must be HTML [http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html4OI]."

A preliminary analysis of the DOE website interface using the W3C Markup Validation Service

vO.6.6 indicates that the http://search.Isnext.us/search/docsearch webpage is not compliant with

the W3C HTML 4.01 standards (strict, transitional, or frameset). Rather, it appears that the DEN

webpage is authored in XHTML 1.0, albeit not fully compliant with that standard either.

However, the webpage in question is not being used to facilitate data (document content)

exchange as it would have been if an item of documentary material had been rendered, in a

manner comparable with the use of PDF or ASCII, using the HTML format.

13. Does the DEN web site satisfy the requirement that DEN shall provide "a
system to provide electronic access to the [LSN]" as required by 10 C.F.R. § 2.1007(a). If
not, briefly describe those respects In which it does not meet this standard.
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ANSWER: This section of Subpart J refers to the availability of computer

terminals/workstations that are to be made available for public use by DEN at its Washington,

D.C. headquarters building and various local public document rooms to facilitate access to the

LSN by the public who may not have access to the Internet. This capability is distinct and

separate from making a document collection server available for indexing by the LSN. DEN is

responsible for providing this capability and whether it has done so has not been independently

confirmed by the LSNA as of this date.

14. With regard to the documentary material that DEN has produced to the LSN,
did DEN provide an electronic bibliographic header for each document for which DEN
asserted a claim of privilege, confidentiality, or safeguards as specified in
10 C.F.R. 2.1003(a)(4)? If not, please describe the current status of any such document
that are known to you.

ANSWER: As of the time of its June 30, 2004 certification, DEN had made 648,452

items available for spidering, of which 643,649 were successfully loaded and 4,803 failed

loading. Also, a total of 150,684 items were identified for deletion prior to the DEN certification

on June 30, 2004. As all transactions prior to June 30 were done on a "masked" basis per the

conditions insisted upon by DEN for the pre-certification process described in the answer to

Question 3, I have no way of knowing whether any of the 4,803 documents that failed to load or

the 150,684 identified for deletion are the subject of DEN bibliographic-header only treatment to

support a claim of privilege, confidentiality, or safeguards.

Post-certification DEN initially identified an additional 25,209 documents for deletion of

text and headers due to a claim of privilege on July 8, 2004. To remove the document content

(text and underlying indexes) of post-certification identified privileged, each entire record,

including its bibliographic header, had to be completely removed. Since only 24,588 DOE

documents have been added subsequent to the initial 25,209 post-certification deletions, it is

problematic whether the 'header-only" information for all these 25,209 deleted documents has
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been made available for subsequent spidering by the LSN. Additionally, DEN has indicated that

it will continue to submit lists for deletion from the LSN of currently indexed LSN documents

found to contain privacy information, and has indeed submitted two additional lists of deletion

requests, the most recent being received on July 22, 2004.

As of this date, the DEN collection on the LSN has 4,586 items marked "PRI" (privileged)

and 2,766 marked as "COP" (copyrighted). Although some documents marked "COP" are

"header-only" documents, numerous documents marked "COP" have image versions of the

document available on the LSN. Moreover, based on LSNA staff quality control, there appear to

be a large number of "header-only documents" on the LSN (as well as on the DEN web site) for

which the bibliographic headers do not indicate a claim of privilege, confidentiality, or safeguards

in accordance with LSN guidelines.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers are true to the best of my

knowledge and belief.

aniel J.Gra
Licensing Support Network Administrator

July 23, 2004


